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ABSTRACT: By temperature-, time-, and pressure-resolved imaging
of the dynamics of surface steps on NiAl(100) during its oxidation,
we provide direct evidence of the significant effects of atomic steps in
controlling the local thermodynamic driving force for oxidation. Our
results show that the inherent barriers associated with step crossing
by surface species of oxygen cause a heterogeneous oxygen
concentration across the crystal surface, giving rise to local
nonequilibrium effects governing oxidation even for surfaces that
are globally in equilibrium. The asymmetry in the step-crossing
barriers for oxygen atoms crossing up or down steps is such that
descendant steps exert a local driving force that favors oxidation,
whereas ascendant steps locally destabilize the surface oxide in their
vicinity. The local differences in the thermodynamic driving force for oxidation due to atomic steps and step bunches give rise to
novel phenomena, such as nonmonotonous oxide growth and the net translation motion of surface oxide stripes by growing on
one end while receding on the other end.

1. INTRODUCTION

Oxidation, the reaction of metals with oxygen, is an inevitable
process because metals have a strong driving force to return to
their low-energy oxide state. Oxidation is a rather complicated
problem, and different processes, many of them coupled, are
involved from the onset of reaction. Much of our current
knowledge is based upon work at the mesoscale that is too
coarse to reflect the underlying microscopic details of the early
stages of oxidation. A detailed understanding of the key
processes taking place in the critical early stages of oxidation
has been hindered by overwhelming structural defects and the
difficulty of probing the complex interplay between oxygen,
oxide, and metal atoms at defective sites. Here we address
aluminum oxide formation on a NiAl(100) surface that has a
characteristic morphology common to most crystal surfaces: a
series of steps alternating with flat terraces. Being able to see
atomic steps and how they evolve is essential to understanding
how the surface behaves in response to oxygen and elevated
temperatures. Using in situ low-energy electron microscopy
(LEEM) visualization of the NiAl(100) selectively oxidized in
low-pressure conditions to form aluminum oxide, we show that
surface steps play a significant role in promoting or suppressing
oxide formation. Indeed, due to inherent barriers associated
with step crossing by surface species, such as oxygen, steps can

give rise to local nonequilibrium effects governing oxidation
even for surfaces that are globally in equilibrium. Our results
bring important new insight for atomic-scale metal oxidation in
applications ranging from microelectronics and heterogeneous
catalysis to protection against wear and corrosion.
NiAl is a model system for oxidation study because of its

technological importance in high-temperature applications.
Surface science studies have shown that the high-temperature
exposure of NiAl(100) to oxygen gas results in the selective
oxidation of Al atoms to form θ-like Al2O3 domains that form a
network of elongated equally distributed oxide stripes along
⟨100⟩/⟨010⟩ directions of the NiAl(100).1−8 Low-energy
electron microscopy (LEEM) is an ideal tool to study the
process of surface oxidation at near-atomic scales and to
elucidate the role of different factors such as surface defects,
temperature, and oxygen pressure in oxide nucleation, growth,
and stability. By introducing oxygen gas to specimens under
elevated temperatures, in situ LEEM imaging is capable of
providing dynamic information from oxide nucleation to
growth at the nanometer scale. While single-crystal surfaces
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are usually preferred for the study of the initial stages of
oxidation, the surface of a single crystal is still far from being
perfect, containing a large number of defects such as atomic
steps. Our understanding of the effect of these surface defects
on the atomic process of oxide formation is still very limited. In
situ LEEM is one of the few tools with the sufficient spatial
resolution for studying the role of surface defects on the oxide
nucleation and growth during the initial stages of oxidation of
metals and alloys.
Using in situ LEEM, McCarty et al. studied the initial-stage

oxidation of NiAl(110) and observed the formation of
aluminum oxide stripes that can elongate from one substrate
terrace to the next by overgrowing surface steps.9−11 In contrast
to the unimpeded oxide film growth over substrate steps on
NiAl(110), we showed recently that the initial oxidation of
NiAl(100) results in the unidirectional growth of aluminum
oxide stripes on the same terrace that requires the coordinated
migration of substrate steps.5 This difference in the oxidation
behavior in the oxidation of NiAl(100) and NiAl(110) is
attributed to the different sources of Al atoms used for
aluminum oxide growth; i.e., for NiAl(100), Al atoms are
supplied from substrate steps via step-edge detachment,5 while
for NiAl(110), Al atoms can be supplied from the bulk via
surface−bulk mass transfer.12,13 Taking advantage of in situ
LEEM for directly observing the dynamic process of the
morphological evolution of oxide films during the oxidation at
high temperatures, here we probe the effect of substrate steps
on tuning the growth and shrinkage of Al2O3 stripes in
response to changes in oxygen pressure and temperature. By
varying oxygen pressure or temperature, we show that a
“global” equilibrium can be achieved with locally non-
equilibrium states induced by the effect of surface steps, for
which the oxide stripes maintain their size relatively stable over
time by growing at one end while decomposing at the other
end.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A NiAl(100) single crystal (Princeton Scientific Corp.) was
used for the oxidation experiments. The NiAl(100) crystal was
cut to within 0.1° to the (100) crystallographic orientation and
polished to a mirror finish. A clean surface can be achieved by
cycles of sputtering and annealing or flashing the crystal a few
times up to 1100−1200 °C. Clean ordered surfaces were
verified by surface-sensitive tools including X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS),14−16 low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED), and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) imag-
ing.5,6,17 Oxidation was performed by exposing the clean surface
to high-purity (99.9999%) oxygen gas at temperatures ranging
from 868 to 1035 °C and oxygen pressure (pO2) in the range
of 5.0 × 10−10 Torr to 2 × 10−8 Torr. The flow of oxygen gas
was controlled with a variable leak valve. Real-time LEEM
imaging at high temperatures during oxidation was performed
in bright-field mode at an electron energy of 0.1 V. Oxygen
exposure of the NiAl(100) surface at the elevated temperature
results in the formation of aluminum oxide stripes. Our in situ
LEEM imaging shows that the oxide stripes lengthen rapidly
over time and can slowly increase their width by nucleating fine
stripes alongside. This is consistent with STM imaging results,
which show that the oxide stripes typically consist of multiple
fine stripes of several nanometers in width and 2−4 Å in
thickness.5,6 LEED was used to confirm the formation and
structure of the aluminum oxide films generated from the in
situ oxidation. The LEED patterns of the oxide stripes indicated

a well-ordered (2 × 1, 1 × 2) structure,6,17 which is in
accordance with the formation of θ-Al2O3 films adopting the
Bain epitaxy relationship between the face-centered cubic (fcc
structure) of the oxygen sublattice and body-centered cubic
(bcc) structure of the NiAl substrate, i.e., (001)O‑sublattice ||
(001)NiAl and [110]O‑sublattice || [001]/[010]NiAl.

3,4,7,8,18−20

Unlike the oxidation of NiAl(110) that results in strain-
induced translation domain boundaries in aluminum oxide
stripes,9 no strain-induced boundaries were observed in the
oxide stripes on NiAl(100) shown in this work. This difference
may be due to the crystallographic orientation effect. Our
previous STM study showed that the oxide stripes grow initially
as isolated pairs of a double-row stripe structure, and the
smallest spacing between the two rows is about 6 Å,6 which is
very close to the lattice parameter a (aθ−Al2O3 = 5.64 Å) of θ-
Al2O3 along the [100] direction. It is also in agreement with the
spacing of 2 × aNiAl (aNiAl = 2.89 Å) perpendicular to the stripes
in the (2 × 1, 1 × 2) superstructure in the LEED pattern, in
which the [010] direction of the θ-Al2O3 is parallel to the [100]
direction of the NiAl. Therefore, the aluminum oxide stripes on
NiAl(100) are not significantly strained because of the close
lattice match between θ-Al2O3 and the NiAl(100) substrate
(i.e., aθ−Al2O3 ≅ 2 aNiAl, and bθ−Al2O3 ≅ aNiAl). Compared to the
4-fold symmetry of the NiAl(100) surface, the lower symmetry
of the (110) surface may result in an interface structure that
induces significant strain in the aluminum oxide stripes on
NiAl(110).9

The density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package21,22

with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional23 and
projector-augmented wave potentials24 using a cutoff energy of
380 eV. The calculations were carried out with broadening of
the Fermi surface according to Methfessel−Paxton smearing
technique25 with a smearing parameter of 0.2 eV. The oxygen
atom hopping barriers of Al-terminated and Ni-terminated
steps were computed for a monatomic step height on
NiAl(100) using the nudged elastic band method. The
structural optimization was terminated when all force
components acting on the unconstrained atoms were less
than 0.02 eV/Å, while the bottom two layers were fixed and the
rest of the atoms free to relax. In the direction normal to the
terraces, successive slabs were separated by a vacuum region of
15 Å. The Brillouin zone was sampled using a 2 × 3 × 1
Monkhorst−Pack mesh.26 Our calculated lattice constant for
NiAl was 2.892 Å, which was in good agreement with ref 5 and
the experimental value 2.89 Å.27 The terraces used in the
calculations included both Al-terminated and Ni-terminated
and had six atomic rows along the [100] direction and four
atomic rows wide in the [010] direction (more detail is given in
the Supporting Information).

3. RESULTS
We probe the effect of substrate steps on the stability and size
evolution of oxide stripes by varying either oxygen pressure or
substrate temperature. The growth and shrinkage of aluminum
oxide stripes can be observed by deliberately controlling pO2 at
elevated temperature. At a given temperature, an equilibrium
pO2 exists under which the oxide stripes remain stable in size;
i.e., they neither grow nor shrink. The oxide stripes decompose
if the oxygen pressure is below the equilibrium pO2, while they
grow above the equilibrium pO2. The oxide island size remains
relatively constant over time if the NiAl substrate, aluminum
oxide, and gas-phase oxygen (via the adsorbed oxygen on the
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substrate) are in thermodynamic equilibrium. We monitored
the oxide growth and decomposition in response to changes in
pO2 by in situ LEEM imaging at several temperatures.
Figures 1(a−c) exemplify an observation (see Supporting

LEEM video S1) of the growth and decomposition of Al2O3

stripes on NiAl(100) at 964 °C by varying pO2. The Al2O3
stripes grow when pO2 = 4.7 × 10−9 Torr (Figure 1(a, b)).
Slightly lowering pO2 to 2.4 × 10−9 Torr results in oxide
decomposition and shrinking (Figure 1(c)). In this way, we
measured the equilibrium pO2 at several temperatures. Figure
1(d) illustrates the Al2O3/NiAl(100) phase equilibria deter-
mined from our in situ LEEM measurements. The equilibrium
pO2 required to stabilize the aluminum oxide stripes shown
here is many orders of magnitude higher than that for α-Al2O3.
For example, the pO2 for maintaining equilibrium with the
aluminum oxide stripes and the NiAl substrate at T = 1000 °C
is ∼6.5 × 10−9 Torr, while the pO2 in equilibrium with NiAl
and α- Al2O3 at the same temperature is 9.0 × 10−28 Torr.10

The aluminum oxide formed under the range of temperature
and pressure of our experiments has the form of θ-Al2O3,

5,6,17

which is a metastable polymorph of Al2O3. While the difference
between the heat of formation of α-Al2O3 and θ-Al2O3 at bulk
was shown to be marginal,28 the ultrathin oxide film dealt in our
case has the thickness less than a few Å,5,6,17 for which the
surface and interface effects such as oxide surface termination
and lattice mismatch at the oxide/substrate interface play a
significant role in determining the ultrathin oxide film
formation. The facile decomposition of the aluminum oxide
stripes can be related to the surface and interface effects that
lead to the lower stability of the surface oxide.
In the previous study of the stability state of aluminum oxide

on the NiAl(110) surface,10 the energy of oxide formation was
evaluated based on the thermodynamics of the oxide at bulk
through a l inear fi t of ln(P) against 1/T , i .e . ,

= −Δ Δln(pO ) H
RT

S
R2

0 0

, by omission of the surface and interface

effects. It is worth mentioning that such an analysis is not
applicable to the early stages of surface oxidation, where the
surface and interface energies play an important role in
determining the stability of the oxide film. For instance, the

thickness of the aluminum oxide films dealt in our study ranges
just from 2 to 4 Å,5,6,17 for which the surface/interface area-to-
volume ratio is very high. The important role of surface and
interface effect in determining the thermodynamic stability is
comprehensively expounded in refs 29−31 and demonstrated
by experimentally observed shape transitions induced by the
surface and interface effects in nanoscale systems.32−35

The experiments shown above demonstrate that the three-
phase equilibria between adsorbed O, Al2O3, and the NiAl(100)
substrate can be established by adjusting pO2 at a given T. As
illustrated below, local nonequilibrium states induced by
microscopic features of the NiAl substrate exist within the
global equilibria established by the macroscopic variables of
pO2 and T. Figures 2(a−e) show in situ LEEM images

extracted from supporting LEEM video S2. Initially, most of the
oxide stripes are growing at pO2 = 1.9 × 10−8 Torr and T =
1035 °C. A slight lowering of pO2 to 1.6 × 10−8 Torr switches
the oxide stripes from growth to decomposition. This suggests
that an equilibrium pO2 exists between the two oxygen
pressures identified above. Indeed, slightly increasing pO2 to
1.8 × 10−8 Torr causes the oxide stripes to remain stable in size.
Strikingly, however, the in situ LEEM observations show a
peculiar way of maintaining the stable size, via growth of a new
oxide at one end of the stripe while decomposing the oxide at
the other end; hence the oxide stripes appear to undergo a
translational motion across the surface, as seen in Figures 2(a−
e) and supporting LEEM video S2. As a result, the oxide stripes
still maintain their size relatively unchanged over time. This
demonstrates the existence of a state that is locally out of
equilibrium within the nearly overall equilibrium condition; i.e.,
one end of the oxide stripe is experiencing a reducing reaction
that results in the oxide decomposition, while the other end of
the oxide stripes is experiencing an oxidizing reaction that leads
to the formation of a new oxide at the leading edge. In this way,
an overall equilibrium state, for which no net growth or
decomposition occurs, is maintained.
Further details of the oxide growth and decomposition under

local nonequilibrium conditions can be obtained by monitoring
the evolution of the two ends of oxide stripes such as A, B, C,

Figure 1. (a−c) Time-elapsed LEEM images (supporting in situ
LEEM video S1, FOV: 10 μm) showing the growth/decomposition of
Al2O3 stripes at T = 964 °C in response to pO2. (a) pO2 = 4.7 × 10−9

Torr. (b) pO2 = 4.7 × 10−9 Torr. (c) pO2 = 2.4 × 10−9 Torr. (d) pO2
for equilibria between Al2O3 stripes and NiAl(100) determined by
measuring pO2 at which Al2O3 stripes remain stable.

Figure 2. (a−e) Sequence of LEEM images (supporting in situ LEEM
video S2, FOV: 15 μm) showing the drifting motion of oxide stripes at
pO2 = 1.8 × 10−8 Torr and T = 1035 °C. Substrate steps bound the
two ends of the oxide stripes. (f) Pictorial illustration of the net
translational motion of an oxide stripe, where the oxide stripe end
facing the ascendant step decomposes while the other end facing the
descendant step grows.
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and D, as indicated in Figure 2(a). Both ends of the oxide
stripes appear to move toward the left; i.e., the left end of the
oxide stripes is growing, while the right end is decomposing.
The dark curved lines in the LEEM images correspond to
atomic steps of the substrate, imaged with Fresnel interference
contrast.36 Close inspection of supporting LEEM video S2
shows that the two ends of each oxide stripe are near substrate
steps, and the net translation of the oxide stripes involves the
coordinated migration of the bounding steps. Because the
advancement and retraction at the two ends of the oxide stripes
occur exclusively on the same terrace,5 one end of the oxide
stripes must face descendant steps of the substrate, while the
other end of the oxide stripes faces ascendant steps of the
substrate. Therefore, the oxide’s growth at one end and
decomposition at the other end are induced by the geometrical
nature (e.g., descendant vs ascendant) of the substrate steps. In
the current field of view (FOV), the substrate steps are
descendant from right to left, as identified from our previous
work.5 Therefore, the left end (marked A) of the stripes
encounters descendant steps, while the other end of the oxide
stripes faces ascendant steps. As shown schematically in Figure
2(f), the oxide film is growing in the vicinity of descendant
steps while decomposing in the vicinity of ascendant steps
under the global thermodynamic equilibrium condition.
The in situ LEEM observations shown in Figure 2

demonstrate that the oxide stripes maintain their size relatively
unchanged over time under a nearly global equilibrium in which
the oxide coverage stays roughly constant. However, the
presence of step bunching induces local nonequilibrium states
at the two ends of the oxide stripes within the overall
equilibrium condition, for which the end of the oxide stripe
facing descending steps experiences the reducing reaction that
results in the oxide decomposition, while the other end of the
same oxide stripe in adjacent to the ascendant steps undergoes
the oxidizing reaction that leads to new oxide formation at the
leading edge. The atomic-step-induced departure from the
thermodynamic equilibrium is further confirmed by oscillatory
oxide growth in response to bunching and debunching of
substrate steps, shown in Figure 3(a−c) (and supporting LEEM
video S3), where the oxygen pressure is set constantly above
the equilibrium pO2 as determined and shown in Figure 1. The
growth front of the oxide stripe is initially away from the step
edges. With continued oxygen exposure, the growth front of the
oxide stripe pushes each substrate step that it encounters to
advance jointly with the step edge in its path, resulting in the
bunching of an increasing number of steps in front of the oxide
stripe. As more steps are piled up at the leading edge, the
advancement of the oxide stripe slows down dramatically and
then stops. Instead of staying completely stationary, though, the
front of the oxide stripe is strikingly seen to retract from the
step-bunched edge, despite the oxygen pressure that is still
above the equilibrium pO2. After retracting by ∼100 nm from
the step-bunched edge, the oxide stripe resumes its growth,
which results in encountering the bunched steps again. The
oxide stripe pushes the bunched steps to advance slightly and
then undergoes another cycle of retraction/regrowth. Mean-
while, the substrate steps undergo significant bunching and
debunching. Such oscillatory propagation of the leading edge of
the oxide stripe in response to dynamic bunching and
debunching of substrate steps is often observed in different
surface regions.
Figure 3(d) shows the length evolution of the oxide stripe

measured from in situ LEEM video S3. Insets in Figure 3(d)

show schematically the key stages of the observed oscillation:
(I) The advancement of the growth front of the oxide stripe
results in the encounter of several steps in its path, and (II) the
progressive pileup of substrate steps in front of the leading edge
switches the front of the oxide stripe from an oxidizing to a
reducing condition, which results in decomposition of the oxide
at the front and thus the retraction of the leading edge of the
oxide stripe from the bunched steps. The retraction from the
bunched steps by some distance (accompanied by the
debunching of the piled steps) restores the oxidizing condition
at the oxide growth front. The oxide stripe therefore resumes its
growth and catches up with the steps again. Therefore, the
oxide stripe oscillates in its length, i.e., undergoing growth and
decomposition cycles modulated by the bunching/debunching
of the substrate steps in front of the leading edge of the oxide
stripe. Because the NiAl(100) surface is under the oxygen
pressure that is above the equilibrium pO2, the length of the
oxide stripe shows a net increase over a longer time period
(Figure 3(a,b)). It should be noted that the observed oscillation
in the oxide length in Figure 3 is not related to any
thermodynamic fluctuations or a kinetically random process,
under which the oxide decomposition should occur at any
places of the surface. Instead, our in situ LEEM observation
(supporting LEEM video S3) shows that the oscillatory oxide
growth occurs only in the step-bunched region, and by contrast,
the oxide stripes bounded with fewer steps do not show length
oscillation in the same FOV. Additionally, the observed
translation motion of oxide stripes by oxide formation at one
end of the oxide stripe and oxide decomposition at the other
end involves the coordinated migration of substrate steps that
bound with the two ends of the oxide stripes (Figure 2). Such a
well-coordinated behavior at the two ends of the same oxide
stripe bears no resemblance with thermodynamic fluctuations
or a kinetically random process.

Figure 3. (a−c) Series of LEEM images (supporting in situ LEEM
video 3, image size: 1.42 × 2.42 μm2) showing that the length of an
oxide stripe oscillates in a step-bunched region during oxidation at pO2
= 5 × 10−10 Torr and T = 868 °C. The red lines mark the oxide stripe,
and the arrows point to the substrate step that undergoes cyclic
bunching and debunching as the oxide stripe as the oxide undergoes
oscillatory lengthening. (d) Evolution of the length of the oxide stripe
extracted from in situ LEEM movies showing the oscillatory behavior.
Insets show schematically the two key stages of the observed
oscillation.
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Our in situ LEEM observations above show that the oxide
growth and decomposition involve massive migration of
substrate steps. This is because the NiAl substrate steps are
the source of Al atoms for aluminum oxide growth and sinks of
Al atoms for aluminum oxide decomposition. Unbunched NiAl
substrate steps have been shown to have the step height of ∼3
Å,5 which is close to the lattice constant (2.89 Å) of NiAl. The
surface movement of the unit-cell-height steps by the step-edge
detachment and attachment involves the alternate formation of
Al-terminated and Ni-terminated step edges. The supply of Al
atoms from the step edges for aluminum oxide growth results
in the forward movement of substrate steps and thus step
bunching with the simultaneous dissolution of Ni atoms in the
NiAl bulk, as evidenced by the absence of Ni clustering during
the oxide growth (and also in accordance with a previous study
showing the oxidation-induced dissolution of Ni in the NiAl
bulk.37−40 This process is reversed during the oxide
decomposition, where Al atoms released from the decomposing
oxide diffuse and reattach to the step edges of the NiAl
substrate, thereby resulting in debunching of the piled steps in
front of the oxide stripes. In this step-debunching process, Ni
atoms attaching to the step edges are supplied from the NiAl
bulk because of the large tendency of Al and Ni atoms to form
strong partially covalently bonded intermetallic compounds in
the Ni−Al system.41,42 Therefore, only half of the atoms
involved in the mobility of substrate steps participate in the
oxide growth or decomposition, and the other half (i.e., Ni
atoms) either dissolve in the bulk during oxide growth induced
bunching of substrate steps or migrate from the bulk and join
the step edges in the course of the oxide decomposition
induced debunching of substrate steps. For this reason,
significant mass exchange is involved for both the oxide growth
and decomposition. Because substrate steps serve both as the
sources of Al atoms for aluminum oxide growth and as the sinks
of Al atoms during the aluminum oxide decomposition, the
advancement (oxide growth) and retraction (oxide decom-
position) of the leading edge of the oxide stripes drive the
coordinated reconfiguration of the substrate steps, as seen from
Figures 1−3 and supporting in situ LEEM videos.

4. DISCUSSION
Our in situ LEEM observations show that the oxide growth and
decomposition occur only at the leading edge of the oxide
stripes. In view of the massive surface mobility of substrate
steps arising from the highly efficient mass transfer from and to
atomic steps at the high temperature, we make an assumption
that the oxide growth and decomposition are governed by the
surface diffusion of adsorbed oxygen atoms to the leading edge
of the oxide stripes because of the low oxygen gas pressure in
our experiment. When the surface is exposed to O2, oxygen
molecules arriving from the gas phase dissociatively adsorb to
give rise to an average concentration, C, of oxygen atoms on the
metal surface. Depending on the value of C relative to the
equilibrium oxygen atom concentration, Ce, the aluminum
oxide either grows (C > Ce) or decomposes (C < Ce). The
chemical potential of oxygen atoms, μO, the free energy
difference between an isolated oxygen atom and an oxygen

atom in the oxide, is given by μ = ( )k T ln C
CO B

e
.43 It is

worthwhile mentioning that the oxygen chemical potential
given by the gas phase is a less relevant quantity because of the
low oxygen pressure employed in the present study, for which
the oxide growth occurs via surface diffusion of oxygen atoms

adsorbed on the substrate to the growth front of the oxide
stripe instead of direct impingement of gaseous oxygen onto
the oxide. When the surface is exposed to a higher pO2, the
surface density of oxygen atoms becomes supersaturated to a
concentration C > Ce, and thus μO > 0. The surface is therefore
under an overall oxidizing condition, and the oxide stripes grow
by incorporating oxygen atoms from the surrounding areas to
their leading edge. Lowering pO2 can cause C < Ce, and thus μO
< 0. The surface therefore changes to an overall reducing
condition, and the oxide stripes then undergo decomposition at
their leading edge. By carefully adjusting pO2, we can reach C =
Ce, and thus μO = 0, under which the oxide stripe maintains a
stable size (Figure 2).
However, the presence of surface steps complicates the oxide

growth because of additional kinetic barriers (e.g., Ehrlich−
Schwoebel (ES) barrier)44,45 that hinder the crossing of oxygen
atoms via a step to a lower terrace. There are two most
important kinetic energy parameters involved in surface growth
process, i.e., the surface diffusion barrier and the ES step edge
barrier. The former controls the mass transport on terraces, and
the latter controls the mass transport between terraces. The ES
barrier represents the extra energy barrier for an adatom
crossing over a step edge, i.e., transport from one terrace to
another; its existence is ubiquitous for a wide range of surface
phenomena ranging from thin-film growth46,47 to self-assembly
of nanostructures48−50 and gas−surface reactions.51,52 The
correlation between the oxide growth and decomposition and
the geometrical nature (ascendant vs descendent) of the
substrate steps shown from our in situ LEEM observations
clearly points to the effect of the substrate steps in modulating
the surface concentration of oxygen atoms and thus the
thermodynamic driving force of the surface oxidation. This is
confirmed by our DFT and analytic modeling of such a surface
step effect (i.e., the ES barrier), as shown below, in controlling
the surface transport of oxygen atoms and surface concen-
tration of oxygen atoms across bunched steps.
We performed DFT calculations to evaluate the magnitude

of the ES barrier in our system, and found that the step-edge
crossing barriers for a monatomic step are −0.40 and 0.15 eV,
respectively, for ascendant and descendant step crossing. We
also found that the oxygen descendant step crossing barrier was
0.69 eV greater than that of the ascendant step crossing for a
multilayer step edge (more detail in the Supporting
Information). In the vicinity of bunched steps, the oxygen
concentration can be analytically derived as

∑ γ=
+ =

c
c

N 1 n

N
n0

0 (1)

where C0 is the oxygen concentration for a flat terrace far away
from any step; N is the number of bunched steps; and N = L/
W − 1 (L is the lateral width of the step-bunched region, and
W is the width of a single terrace within the stepped region, as
shown in Figure 4(a)) (more detail in the Supporting
Information). γ is directly related to the ES barrier and given by

γ = + − −
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥

a
W

E
k T

1 exp 1ES

B (2)

where a is the lattice constant and EES is the ES barrier. By
inserting the ES barriers into eq 2, we obtain the oxygen
concentration and its dependence on the number of bunched
steps. Figure 4(b) gives the results of the calculations using eqs
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1 and 2, which show c/c0, the ratio of the concentration of
oxygen atoms on the upper or lower ends of the step bunch
with respect to the oxygen concentration on a flat terrace (N =
0). The oxide growth-induced step bunching results in an
asymmetrical oxygen concentration across the bunched steps,
with oxygen concentration maximal on the upper side of the
bunched steps, whereas the oxygen concentration at the bottom
is low, as illustrated schematically in Figure 4(a) and confirmed
by the results of our analytical modeling in Figure 4(b). After
multiple ascendant steps are piled up in front of an oxide stripe,
the low oxygen concentration causes the oxide growth to slow
down and then completely stop. The local concentration can
become sufficiently low that the oxide begins to decompose,
leading to the receding of the leading edge of the oxide stripe
from the bunched steps. This transition from oxide growth to
decomposition is induced by the step bunching that results in
gradual decrease of the concentration of oxygen atoms on the
lower side of the bunched steps, which switches the oxygen
chemical potential from μO > 0 to μO = 0 and then to μO < 0 in
the immediate vicinity of the step bunch. The oxide
decomposition stops after the leading edge of the oxide stripe
is retracted to the location where the concentration of adsorbed
O atoms is again equal to Ce. Meanwhile, Al atoms released
from the decomposing aluminum oxide diffuse and reattach to
the nearest substrate step edge, which results in the debunching
of the steps with the reattachment of Ni atoms from the NiAl
bulk (Figures 3(a−c)). This step-debunching process decreases
the number of steps in the bunch and promotes the step
crossing of oxygen atoms to the lower terrace where the oxide
stripe resides. As a result, the concentration of oxygen atoms on
the lower side of the steps increases again to C > Ce, allowing
the oxide stripe to resume its growth. With the advancement of

the oxide stripe, it encounters the substrate steps again, thereby
initiating another decomposition/growth cycle.
Individual aluminum oxide stripes exist exclusively on the

same atomic terrace.5 This causes an asymmetric situation in
which one front of the stripe faces ascendant steps, while the
other end must face descendant steps (Figure 3). Because of
the ES barrier’s effect in hindering atomic transfer from the
upper to the lower terrace, the surface near the front adjacent
to the ascendant steps has lower oxygen concentration than the
area next to the descendant steps. While adjusting pO2 can
allow the surface to reach a global equilibrium condition for the
extended terrace regions away from atomic steps, local
nonequilibrium conditions and a gradient in the oxygen
concentration exist in the vicinity of bunched steps. Since
oxide stripes cannot cross steps, their expansion invariably
causes the formation of step bunches, which in turn creates a
heterogeneous oxygen concentration. The consequences of this
local nonequilibrium situation include, for instance, the
oxidation/reduction cycles of the leading edge of the oxide
stripes discussed above and the net translational motion of
oxide stripes when the stripe end facing ascendant steps
experiences reducing conditions (C < Ce), while the other end
facing descendant steps experiences oxidation (C > Ce). As a
result, the oxide stripe undergoes net motion toward the
ascendant step side at constant length of the stripe, i.e., under
global equilibrium conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Step-crossing barriers are typically considered as a kinetic factor
in controlling surface mass transport. Here we show the
significant effects of atomic steps in tuning the local
thermodynamic driving force for oxidation. Our results show
that step-crossing barriers can cause a heterogeneous oxygen
concentration across the surface, and the asymmetry in step-
crossing barriers for oxygen atoms crossing up- or down-steps is
such that descendant steps exert a local driving force that favors
oxidation; however, ascendant steps locally destabilize the
surface oxide in their vicinity. The broader applicability of the
fundamental insight extracted from the present study can be
expected because of the inherent barriers associated with step
crossing by surface species and the match between the
experimental observation and the prediction by our analytic
modeling that is not tied to a specific material system.
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SI-1. Density-functional theory calculations of Ehrlich−
Schwoebel barriers SI-2. Solution for the surface
concentration of adatoms in the vicinity of bunched
steps (PDF)
SI-3: Supplemental in situ LEEM movie S1 (the movie
from which Figure 1 is extracted): In situ LEEM movie
(Field of View: 10 μm) showing the growth and
decomposition of aluminum oxide stripes at T = 964
°C due to variations in oxygen pressure between pO2 =
2.4 × 10−9 Torr and pO2 = 4.7 × 10−9 Torr. The movie
is accelerated by a factor of 5 of the real time (MOV)
SI-4: Supplemental in situ LEEM movie S2 (the movies
from which Figure 2 is extracted): In situ LEEM movie
(Field of View: 15 μm) showing the simultaneous local

Figure 4. (a) Schematic showing the step bunching and the resulting
asymmetric concentration of O atoms across bunched steps. L: width
of the step-bunched region, W: width of a single terrace within the
stepped region. (b) Ratio of the concentrations (C) of O atoms on the
upper and lower terraces adjacent to a bunch of N steps to the
concentration (C0) on a flat terrace far from surface steps. The step
bunching results in asymmetric concentrations of O atoms across
bunched steps with accumulation of O atoms on the upper terrace
adjacent to the step bunch.
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growth and decomposition at pO2 = 1.8 × 10−8 Torr and
T = 1035 °C. The movie is accelerated by a factor of 5 of
the real time (MOV)
SI-5: Supplemental in situ LEEM movie S3 (the movie
from which Figure 3(a−e) is extracted): In situ LEEM
movie (Field of View: 10 μm) showing the oscillatory
growth of an oxide stripe during oxidation at pO2 = 5 ×
10−10 Torr and T = 868 °C. The movie is accelerated by
a factor of 10 of the real time (MOV)
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